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ABSTRACT

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, tourists have been increasingly concerned over various risks of international
travel, while knowledge of the pandemic appears to vary significantly. In addition, as travel restrictions continue
to impact adversely on international tourism, tourism efforts should be placed more on the domestic markets. Via
structural equation modeling, this study unearthed different risk factors impacting Korean travelers’ choices of
alternative local destinations in the post-pandemic era. In addition, this study extended the goal-directed behavior
framework with the acquisition of perceived risk and knowledge of COVID-19, which was proven to hold a sig-
nificantly superior explanatory power of tourists’ decisions of local alternatives over foreign countries during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, desire was found to play an imminent mediating role in the conceptual mod-
el, maximizing the impact of perceived risk on travel intentions. Henceforth, this research offers meaningful the-
oretical implication as the first empirical study to deepen the goal-directed behaviour framework with perceived
risk and knowledge in the context of post-COVID-19 era. It also serves as insightful knowledge for Korean tour-
ism authorities and practitioners to understand local tourists’ decision-making processes and tailor effective
recovery strategy for domestic tourism.”
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1 Introduction

Ever since the outbreak of COVID-19, which has drastically raised the health-related risks of traveling
overseas, the international tourism industry and its various beneficiaries have faced severe financial risks
derived from a significant decrease in customers [1–3]. Global air travel demands historically dropped by
almost 70% year over year [4] and hotels worldwide experienced the worst revenue per available room
(RevPar), with Italy and Korea performing 93% and 75% lower than pre-pandemic time, respectively [5].
Undoubtedly, COVID-19 has had an immensely adverse effect on international tourism as national
leaders across countries are imposing strict mobility policies on their citizens and foreign entries. China
has the most stringent travel restrictions under the de facto international travel ban forbidding both
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inbound and outbound non-essential trips [6]. Furthermore, more than 170 countries are still upholding strict
travel restrictions to prevent pandemic infection [7]. These restrictions culminated in a striking 75% revenue
loss, from 1.5 billion in 2019 to merely 380 million in 2020 [8]. Despite the Korean government’s and
tourism authorities’ continued endeavors to boost the domestic tourism industry, the country has seen a
deficit in tourism and related businesses for the past few decades, which Park [9] attributed to a growing
level of Korean outbound tourism, particularly to China. Korean tourism was affected even more
drastically starting from the beginning of 2020 owing to the global pandemic COVID-19, whose
numerous risks have placed significantly negative impacts on trust and satisfaction of international
tourists [10]. In 2020, under the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic, Koreans took 4.95 domestic trips
per person on average, which was eight trips down from 2019. Moreover, Korean individual spending on
tourism was cut roughly in half [11]. Another key reason for the suffering of Korean domestic tourism is
that 35% of tourists in Korea were not locals but in fact, Chinese travelers, accounting for 8.1 million
tourists in Korea in 2016 [12], who however, are currently in strict national quarantine under the de facto
international travel ban. Henceforth, from the tourism management perspective, it is urgently essential to
secure the Korean tourism industry from the pandemic crisis, and the design of local destinations in
Korea that domestic travelers appeal to as a safer and more comfortable alternative to visiting China/other
countries is therefore of utmost significance for the strategic development of the industry in the
foreseeable future [13].

Undeniably, the recent contraction of domestic as well as international tourism is mainly related to the
overall risk of COVID-19, which tourists perceive could be potentially encountered at tourism destinations
[14,15]. Since risk perception is critical in explicating international tourist behaviors [10], understanding the
types of risk that Korean travelers perceive when traveling abroad in the post-pandemic era is essential to
gain a deeper insight about the Korean tourist decision-making process and behaviors [16,17]. Yet, little
empirical research has assessed the possible effect of perceived risk and knowledge pertinent to COVID-
19 on a socio-psychology theoretical framework (i.e., goal-directed behavior framework) [18–20], which
is vital in travelers’ decision formation [13]. Particularly, the linkages between perceived risk, perceived
knowledge, and the dimensions within the goal-directed behavior framework (i.e., volitional, non-
volitional, emotional, and motivational dimensions) have not been unearthed. Therefore, the objective of
this study is to investigate how perceived risk and perceived knowledge of the pandemic contribute to
activating Korean travelers’ alternative local destination choices instead of China in the post-pandemic
era. Specifically, the possible associations between factors within the goal-directed behavior framework,
perceived risk, and perceived knowledge are tested. In addition, how such relationships influence the
formation of travelers’ intentions to travel to alternative local destinations in Korea is assessed. This
research is also designed to identify the relative criticality among study variables in determining intention
and to examine how desire as a mediator maximizes the effect of perceived risk on traveler intention.
Moreover, the adequacy of the higher-order framework of perceived risk is evaluated.

As such, theoretically, this study contributes by confirming the first-order variables of risk perception
towards COVID-19 and deepening the goal-directed behavior model with relevant constructs, allowing
the model to have more precise prediction capability of travel intention in the case of the post-pandemic
trips. Meanwhile, from a practical standpoint, the significance of the study is undeniable among national
and local tourism ministries, strategists and practitioners in Korea, whose pressing goals are to
strategically map out the most effective plans for domestic tourism to quickly recover from COVID-19.
Utilizing the results of this study, tourists’ understanding of the pandemic and decision processes are
better understood, which are fundamental insights to set up effective and superior precautionary practices
at the local destinations and competitive tourism products and services to win over domestic markets in
these vulnerable times. This is particularly essential for countries whose tourism in the past had been
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over-reliant on international tourists, such as Korea, and therefore urgently need an efficacious strategic
transformation to capture local tourists’ revenue potential.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Model of Goal-Directed Behavior
In order to explicate the drivers underlying consumer behaviors and decisions, well-established theories

in social psychology are typically utilized. One of the earliest and most prevalent would be the theory of
reasoned action (TRA) and its extended model, the theory of planned behavior (TBP) [21]. Nonetheless,
the limitations of these models have been later identified by recent studies as unable to sufficiently
capture the complexity of the consumer decision-making process and its constituents such as affective
and experiential factors [22–25]. Consequently, a new conceptual framework was deemed essential, and
hence the introduction of the goal-directed model (MGB) by Perugini et al. [18] was put forward, which
aims to elucidate behaviors and decisions as a means to achieve certain goals. The MGB model has been
consistently proven across studies to hold stronger prediction power and explication capability in
comparison to the aforementioned conceptualizations [24–30].

Before understanding the fundamentals of MGB, it is of critical importance to break down the key
components of TRA and TPB, the foundations upon which the MGB is proposed. The TRA denotes that
a person’s behavioral intention, the most proximal determinant towards the demonstration of actual
behavior, can be predicted via analysis of two key variables: attitude towards the behavior. According to
Eagly et al. [31], TRA is referred to as “a psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a
particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor”. On the other hand, the subjective norm, is
comprehended as the perceived social pressure to perform or not perform a certain activity [32]; or in a
more succinct manner, the social approval or disapproval of a specific behavior [33]. Meanwhile, TPB
expands this framework by postulating that one’s behavior is not only built on volitional factors,
analogous to those included in the TRA but also on the non-volitional driver, that is, the perceived
behavioral control explicated as the perceived level of ease or adversity one may encounter while
carrying out an action [34]. Although these two models have repeatedly demonstrated their efficacy in
various studies, they inarguably neglected some vital constructs affecting human behaviors, such as
emotion and habits [18,19,24], hindering the accuracy of human behavior explication, and leaving a
persistent theoretical gap that the adaptation of MGB could fulfill. Specifically, MGB, despite bearing
high resemblance to TRA and TPB characteristics, emerges as a novel and more improved framework by
incorporating three additional conceptual pillars, i.e., desire, past behavior and anticipated emotion [13],
under the core belief that a particular behavior always is elicited in order for a goal or purpose to be
accomplished. As such, the MGB model encompasses the highest number of predicting variables and
constructs, i.e., motivational (desire), volitional (attitude towards behavior and subjective norm), non-
volitional (perceived behavioral control), emotional (positive and negative anticipated emotion), and
habitual (frequency of past behaviors) [18,19], culminating such an intricate yet parsimonious model.

Desire is the focal and most imperative construct of MGB, often unearthed as the closest proxy towards
intention and directly determining force of intention [24,30]. It is defined as the “a state of mind whereby an
agent has personal motivation to perform an action or to achieve a goal” [18], and “wherein appraisals and
reasons to act are transformed into a motivation to do so” [19]. On the other hand, anticipated emotions
evidently represent the emotional process in this theorization, particularly one’s expected attainment of
favorable or unfavorable feelings when a behavior is conducted or suppressed. A person’s anticipated
emotion is generally theorized into two dimensions: either positive or negative [21]. Due to the
prominence of desire in the decision-making process, various studies in the social sciences and
psychology have made attempts to identify the impetuses leading to the arousal of human desire; and
across multiple studies, variables rooted in the aforementioned social-psychological frameworks (i.e.,
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attitude towards the behavior, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, anticipated emotions and past
experiences) all play the role of an immediate antecedent of desire [18,19,25,26,35]. In tourism studies,
according to Kim et al. [36] in their study of international travel, behavioral intention was influenced by a
plethora of factors that are part of the MGB model (i.e., attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral
control and anticipated emotions) in which desire was the mediating variable. This finding was
reconfirmed in a study conducted by Song et al. [24] to understand festival visitors’ pro environmental
behaviors. Specifically, desire is the most prominent mediator bridging between visit intentions and other
factors including attitude towards behaviors and perceived behavioral control. Meanwhile, Wang et al.
[30] adopted the original MGB model and proposed an extended model of MGB, discovering that desire
has the strongest effect on behavioral intentions to travel domestically with positive and negative
anticipated emotion being the influencer towards level of desire. As such, the proposal of the first six
hypotheses is listed below:

H1: Attitude toward the behavior has a significant effect on desire.

H2: Subjective norm has a significant effect on desire.

H3: Perceived behavioral control has a significant effect on desire.

H4: Positive anticipated emotion has a significant effect on desire.

H5: Negative anticipated emotion has a significant effect on desire.

H6: Desire has a significant effect on intention to travel to alternative destinations in Korea.

2.2 Integration of Perceived Risk and Knowledge into the Model of Goal-Directed Behavior

2.2.1 Perceived Risk of the Pandemic
The concept of perceived risk is conceptualized as a multi-dimensional variable that denotes an

individual’s subjective expectation and evaluation of the uncertainty and negative outcomes or losses
potentially resulting from a specific decision or behavior that he/she conducts [37–39]. Its impact is
particularly imminent in hospitality and tourism, which was first mentioned by Cheron et al. [40], who
aimed to discover the perceived risks of tourists participating in leisure activities. Due to the unique
characteristics of tourism products, it comes as no surprise that this conceptualization and its influence on
behavior has been extensively stressed in the last four decades by academicians and practitioners in the
field [41–56]. First, the intangible nature of tourism services and products, which in layman’s terms
means that consumers are mandated to make upfront payments without having first-hand experiences
during the decision evaluation process, is inherently viewed as a potential risk in scenarios like the
service delivery is unsatisfactory or does not live up to guest’s expectations. Second, it is paramount to
note that this construct refers to human perception rather than actual risks, and so it can differ drastically
across demographic profiles and travel contexts, e.g., gender, age, travel experiences, travel geography,
etc. [48]. For example, female tourists tend to have greater perception of health and food risks [43] as
well as concern over sex-related issues [49], while tourists who have prior experiences in travelling
would be less aware of any particular potential risks [50]. In addition, the impact of perceived risk is
even heightened at international tourism spaces where the traveler is placed in cross-cultural settings and
is evidently exposed to various safety and health risks such as political chaos, religious instability, and
global epidemics [44,51,52].

In the current climate in which the entire world is affected by COVID-19, locking down the world for
almost one-third of a decade and causing millions of casualties, the significance of perceived risk in tourism
is in fact bolstered and overwhelmingly profound [42,53–56]. In a study by Han et al. [13], investigating the
drivers of Korean tourists’ avoidance behavior towards traveling to China amidst the COVID-19 pandemic,
perceived risk is categorized into 6 key variables, i.e., human crowding risk, spatial crowding risk, quality
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risk, psychological risk, health and safety risk, and lastly financial risk. However, for Zhu et al. [56], who
analyzed the influence of perceived risks of COVID-19 on tourist’s approach behavior towards local rural
tourism in China, this perception of risk is explained by 6 manifest variables: physical risk (e.g., natural
catastrophes, public security), equipment risk (e.g., public infrastructure, hygiene and tourism facilities),
cost risk (e.g., time and money concerns), psychological risk (e.g., stress and anxiety), social risk (e.g.,
family and peer opinions) and performance risk (e.g., food and beverage, natural landscapes). A
substantial amount of the extant tourism literature has evidenced the correlation of one or multiple
aforementioned perceived risk factors with a person’s behavioral intention generation [10,53–56], which
is reflected in this paper by the 6 core variables embedded in the proposed MGB model: attitude toward
the behavior, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, positive and negative anticipated emotion,
desire, and lastly travel intention. More specifically, the more potential risks are perceived by tourists
during the decision-making process, the more negative attitudes and emotions are elicited, deterring the
individual to set foot on new and foreign lands, especially for leisure purposes, and instead seeking for
alternative locations that could offer less risks. Therefore, the following hypotheses are pushed forward:

H7: Perceived risk has a significant effect on attitude toward the behavior.

H8: Perceived risk has a significant effect on subjective norm.

H9: Perceived risk has a significant effect on perceived behavioral control.

H10: Perceived risk has a significant effect on positive anticipated emotion.

H11: Perceived risk has a significant effect on negative anticipated emotion.

H12: Perceived risk has a significant effect on desire.

H13: Perceived risk has a significant effect on intention to travel to alternative local destinations in
Korea.

2.2.2 Perceived Knowledge of the Pandemic
Risk knowledge or awareness, referred to as the perception of how much a person is aware about the

risks they might face, has a major impact on their risk perception and behavioral intention generation
[16,54,56–59]. Similar to perceived risk, perceived knowledge could vary depending on the subjective
awareness of each individual and not the actual conditions [60]. Knowledge attainment can be broken
down into a few key types: social information (obtained by interacting with the outside world), major-
oriented knowledge (obtained through the study of specialized courses and related to a specific learning
field of knowledge information) and general knowledge (access to information by foraging, not limited to
a specific area). When it comes to a new, highly dangerous and unfamiliar risk equivalent to the
COVID-19 pandemic, traveler’s risk knowledge depends primarily on the government’s official
announcements and news across media channels [60,61]. This also means the public’s level of perceived
uncertainty is drastically higher in such circumstances due to constant modifications in government policy
in a short period of time [62].

The theory of perceived risk knowledge is rather a new conceptualization and has been mostly
investigated in relation to perception of risk as well as behavioral intention, denoting the salience of such
a concept in predicting one’s behaviors in the presence of one or more potential risks [54,56,63,64]. This
correlation between perceived knowledge, perceived risk, and behavioral intention has been often
examined within the tourism sector in order to better understand traveler behavioral responses toward the
pandemic. In Zhu et al. [56] study, which examined the impact of tourist knowledge on travel intention in
rural areas, the authors mentioned two types of knowledge, namely tourism risk knowledge (accounting
for information about potential risks that are exposed to a tourist) and pneumonia risk knowledge
(constituting the level of one’s risk awareness of the COVID-19 pandemic), both of which were found to
place a significant impact on risk perception and travel final decision. On the other hand, in a study
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exploring tourism in Indonesia during COVID-19 conducted by Rahmafitria et al. [54], when an individual
attains inadequate knowledge of a risk, their level of perceived risk is in fact reduced, leading to less urgency
in practicing physical distancing and increased motivation in traveling. Evidently, the previous literature
paves a firm foundation for this paper to draw a relationship between the degree to which a tourist knows
about the COVID-19 pandemic risks with their desire to switch to local tourism and their travel intention
regarding local destinations. Thus, the last two hypotheses are proposed as follows:

H14: Perceived knowledge of the pandemic has a significant effect on desire.

H15: Perceived knowledge of the pandemic has a significant effect on intention to travel to alternative
local destinations in Korea.

2.3 Research Model
The proposed conceptual model is shown in Fig. 1. This model includes perceived risk factors, volitional

(attitude and subjective norm) and non-volitional (perceived behavioral control) factors, affective factors
(positive and negative anticipated emotions), a motivational factor (desire), and a knowledge perception
factor for the prediction of individuals’ intention to travel to alternative local destinations in Korea.
Perceived risk contained human and spatial crowding, product quality, mental health, safety, and
monetary dimensions. These factors are integrated as the first-order dimensions of perceived risk. The
framework also encompasses 15 research hypotheses linking the study variables.

Attitude toward 
the behavior 

Intention to travel to 
alternative local 

destinations in Korea

Desire toward 
traveling to

alternative local 

Subjective norm

Positive 
anticipated 
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Negative
anticipated 
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Figure 1: Proposed theoretical framework
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3 Methodology

3.1 Measures
The measurement items for study constructs were developed on the basis of the extant literature

[10,13,18,24,32,51,65–67]. Multi-item measures along with a 7-point scale were utilized for all research
variables of this study. In particular, measures for human and spatial crowding risk (e.g., “Too many
people are at tourist sites of China”) were adopted from Wei et al. [65] and Yin et al. [67]. Product
quality risk (e.g., “I am worried that the quality of tourism products in China becomes lower in the post-
pandemic era”) was measured with two items, employed from Al-Ansi et al. [10] and Yin et al. [67].
Three items for mental health risk (e.g., “The thought of traveling to China in the post-pandemic era
makes me feel psychologically uncomfortable”) was adopted from Reisinger et al. [51]. Safety risk (e.g.,
“Traveling to China in the post-pandemic era is still unsafe”) was measured with three items employed
from Han et al. [13]. In addition, monetary risk (e.g., “I worry that visiting China would involve
unexpected extra expenses in the post-pandemic era”) is assessed with two items adopted from Yin et al. [67].

Attitude toward behavior was adopted from Ajzen [32]. Five items were used to measure attitude (e.g.,
“For me, traveling to alternative local destinations instead of China in the near future is bad [1]–good [7]”).
We employed three items for the evaluation of subjective norm (e.g., “People whose opinions I value would
prefer me to visit alternative local destinations instead of China”), and used three items for the assessment of
perceived behavioral control (e.g., “Whether or not I travel to alternative local destinations is completely up
to me”). The measures were adopted from Ajzen [32] and Perugini et al. [18]. To measure positive (e.g.,
“Imagine that you are traveling to alternative local destinations instead of China in the near future. How
would you feel?–I would feel excited”) and negative (“Imagine that you are traveling to alternative local
destinations instead of China in the near future. How would you feel?-I would feel regretful”) anticipated
emotions, we used four items, respectively. The measures were adopted from Perugini et al. [18]. In
addition, we employed three items for the evaluation of desire toward behavior (e.g., “I desire to travel to
alternative local destinations instead of China–False [1]–True [7]”), and used three items for the
assessment of intention to travel to alternative local destinations (e.g., “I will travel to alternative local
destinations instead of China in the post-pandemic era”). We adopted these measures from Song et al.
[24] and Perugini et al. [18]. Perceived knowledge of the pandemic was measured with three items (e.g.,
“Compared with the average person, I know the facts about the consequences of the COVID-19 on
health/economy/society”). This measure was employed from Wong et al. [66].

3.2 Data Collection and Demographic Profiles of the Samples
The survey questionnaire contains the measures of the study variables along with an introductory letter

and questions for personal characteristics. The questionnaire was pre-tested with tourism academics and
industry experts. The final version of the survey questionnaire was modified and developed based on their
feedback. The English version of the survey questionnaire was translated into Korea using a back-
translation method. The translated version was also pre-tested and improved based on tourism academics’
and practitioners’ feedback. For the assessment of the proposed conceptual model, this research adopted a
Web-based survey approach. Using a market research company’s system, the online version of the
questionnaire was created. The survey invitation was sent to potential respondents through the system of
the survey company. The potential respondents were those travelers who had visited China for a vacation
within the last 5 years. The participants were asked to read the research purpose and the introductory
letter in a thorough manner. For the completion of the online survey, the respondents should fill out all
questions of the questionnaire.

Through this data collection procedure, a total of 351 responses were collected. We obtained 342 usable
cases for this study after removing nine multivariate outliers (Mahalanobis’D, p < .001). Before the data
analysis and the research framework assessment, the values of kurtosis and skewness were evaluated. Our
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investigation showed no significant kurtosis and skewness problems. Hence, these 342 cases were utilized for
data analysis. Among the respondents, 49.7% were women and 50.3% were men. About 44.4% of the
respondents reported that they are college graduates, followed by high school graduates or less (24.6%),
graduate degree holders (18.4%), and two-year/some college graduates (12.6%). Regarding annual
income level, about 35.4% indicated their income between $30,000–$49,999, followed by $29,999 or less
(33.9%), between $50,000–$69,999 (19.0%), $70,000–$79,999 (7.0%), and $90,000 or more (4.7%). In
terms of age, about 29.5% of the respondents reported that their age is between 30–39 years old,
followed by 50 years or older (24.9%), 20 years or younger (24.0%), and between 40–49 years old (21.6%).

4 Results

4.1 Data Quality Testing
A measurement model was created by utilizing confirmatory factor analysis. The model contained an

acceptable fit to the data (χ2 = 1213.945, df = 739, p < .001, χ2/df = 1.643, RMSEA = .043, CFI = .972,
IFI = .972, TLI = .967). Details about the measurement model assessment results are exhibited in Table 1.
Each observed variable was loaded to its associated latent construct significantly at the level of p < .01. A
composite reliability was evaluated. The values exceed the minimum threshold of .70 (human and spatial
crowding risk = .812; product quality risk = .804; mental health risk = .950; safety risk = .958; monetary
risk = .949; attitude toward the behavior = .974; subjective norm = .948; perceived behavioral control
= .856; positive anticipated emotion = .950; negative anticipated emotion = .967; desire toward the
behavior = .966; perceived knowledge = .942; intention to travel = .962), suggested by Hair et al. [68].
Average variance extracted values were evaluated. All values were above the minimum threshold of .50
(human and spatial crowding risk = .524; product quality risk = .676; mental health risk = .863; safety risk
= .884; monetary risk = .903; attitude toward the behavior = .883; subjective norm = .858; perceived
behavioral control = .667; positive anticipated emotion = .828; negative anticipated emotion = .879; desire
toward the behavior = .904; perceived knowledge = .845; intention to travel = .894), suggested by Hair
et al. [68]. Thus, convergent validity was evident. In addition, these AVE values were all greater than the
between-construct correlations (squared) (see Table 1). Therefore, the discriminant validity for all
variables was empirically supported. That is, measures for each study construct were not unduly related.

Table 1: Measurement model assessment (n = 342)

Constructs (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m)

(a) Human & spatial crowding risk 1.000

(b) Product quality risk .462a 1.000

(.213)b

(c) Mental health risk .563 .553 1.000

(.317) (.306)

(d) Safety risk .642 .502 .840 1.000

(.412) (.252) (.706)

(e) Monetary risk .518 .429 .577 .545 1.000

(.268) (.184) (.333) (.297)

(f) Attitude toward the behavior .165 −.025 .104 .090 .064 1.000

(.027) (.001) (.011) (.008) (.004)

(g) Subjective norm .461 .304 .504 .536 .198 .404 1.000

(.213) (.092) (.254) (.287) (.039) (.163)

(h) Perceived behavioral control .416 .201 .358 .402 .215 .308 .611 1.000

(.173) (.040) (.128) (.162) (.046) (.095) (.373)

(Continued)
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Further analysis was performed to evaluate if the measures are under the impact of common method
variance. One common factor (latent variable) within the measurement model was created, and its
associations with other observed factors were tested. Results indicated that none of the measures were
influenced by common method variance.

4.2 Evaluation of the Proposed Theoretical Framework and Test for Research Hypotheses
The proposed model was evaluated with the use of structural equation modeling. The model was found

to fit the data satisfactory (χ2 = 1640.194, df = 796, p < .001, χ2/df = 2.061, RMSEA = .056, CFI = .950,
IFI = .950, TLI = .945). The R2 for intention to travel to alternative local destinations in Korea was .625.
That is, the model sufficiently accounted for about 62.5% of the total variance of traveler intention. The
goodness-of-fit statistics of the original model of goal-directed behavior assessment was also acceptable
(χ2 = 494.941 (df = 259, p < .001, χ2/df = 1.911), RMSEA = .052, CFI = .978, IFI = .978, TLI = .975).
However, its prediction power for traveler intention (R2 = .581) was significantly weaker than our
proposed theoretical model. This means that the proposed conceptual framework has a more sufficient
level of explanatory power for traveler intention as compared to the original goal-directed behavior
framework. Details about the structural model analysis are presented in Table 2.

Table 1 (continued)

Constructs (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m)

(i) Positive anticipated emotion .460 .236 .407 .418 .256 .288 .556 .538 1.000

(.212) (.056) (.166) (.175) (.066) (.083) (.309) (.289)

(j) Negative anticipated emotion −.185 −.060 −.211 −.224 .011 −.232 −.333 −.277 −.363 1.000

(.034) (.004) (.045) (.050) (.001) (.054) (.111) (.077) (.132)

(k) Desire toward the behavior .497 .250 .511 .516 .263 .311 .656 .545 .740 −435 1.000

(247) (.063) (.261) (.266) (.069) (.097) (.430) (.297) (.548) (.189)

(l) Perceived knowledge .322 .224 .292 .258 .273 .127 .231 .259 .261 −.006 .311 1.000

(.104) (.051) (.085) (.067) (.075) (.016) (.053) (.067) (.068) (.001) (.097)

(m) Intention to travel .463 .354 .510 .518 .287 .210 .592 .506 .623 −.348 .726 .409 1.000

(.214) (.125) (.260) (.268) (.082) (.044) (.350) (.256) (.388) (.121) (.527) (.167)

Mean 5.224 5.104 5.567 5.585 4.956 5.056 5.386 5.338 5.385 2.534 5.444 4.603 5.322

Standard deviation 1.073 1.386 1.403 1.344 1.540 1.829 1.387 1.174 1.249 1.540 1.357 1.183 1.359

CR .812 .804 .950 .958 .949 .974 .948 .856 .950 .967 .966 .942 .962

AVE .524 .676 .863 .884 .903 .883 .858 .667 .828 .879 .904 .845 .894

Note: Goodness-of-fit statistics: χ2 = 1213.945, df = 739, p < .001, χ2/df = 1.643, RMSEA = .043, CFI = .972, IFI = .972, TLI = .967.
aCorrelations.
bSquared correlations.

Table 2: Structural model assessment (n = 342)

Hypothesized paths Standardized
estimates

t-
values

H1 Attitude toward the behavior → Desire toward the behavior .009 .238

H2 Subjective norm → Desire toward the behavior .270** 4.951

H3 Perceived behavioral control → Desire toward the behavior .014 .305

H4 Positive anticipated emotion → Desire toward the behavior .491** 10.395

H5 Negative anticipated emotion → Desire toward the behavior −.161** −4.574

H6 Desire toward the behavior → Intention to travel .553** 11.376

H7 Perceived risk → Attitude toward the behavior .179** 3.062
(Continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Hypothesized paths Standardized
estimates

t-
values

H8 Perceived risk → Subjective norm .645** 8.862

H9 Perceived risk → Perceived behavioral control .547** 7.078

H10 Perceived risk → Positive anticipated emotion .525** 7.687

H11 Perceived risk → Negative anticipated emotion −.275** −4.574

H12 Perceived risk → Desire toward the behavior .150** 2.778

H13 Perceived risk → Intention to travel .218** 3.987

H14 Perceived knowledge → Desire toward the behavior .081* 2.191

H15 Perceived knowledge → Intention to travel .169** 4.206

Perceived risk → Human & spatial crowding risk .800** -

Perceived risk → Product quality risk .643** 8.680

Perceived risk → Mental health risk .911** 10.199

Perceived risk → Safety risk .923** 10.525

Perceived risk → Monetary risk .617** 8.141

Total variance explained: Indirect impact on intention to
travel:

Total impact on RI:

R2 for intention to travel = .625 β perceived risk = .352** β perceived risk = .569**

R2 for desire toward the
behavior = .689

β attitude = .005 β attitude = .005

R2 for attitude toward the
behavior = .032

β subjective norm = .149** β subjective norm = .149**

R2 for subjective norm = .416 β perceived behavioral
control = .008

β perceived behavioral
control = .008

R2 for perceived behavioral
control = .300

β positive anticipated
emotion = .272**

β positive anticipated
emotion = .272**

R2 for positive anticipated
emotion = .276

β negative anticipated
emotion = −.089*

β negative anticipated
emotion = −.089*

R2 for negative anticipated
emotion = .076

β perceived knowledge = .045 β perceived knowledge = .214**

R2 for human & spatial crowding
risk = .639

β desire toward the
behavior = .553**

R2 for product quality risk = .414

R2 for mental health risk = .829

R2 for safety risk = .851

R2 for monetary risk = .380
Notes: Goodness-of-fit statistics for the structural model: χ2 = 1640.194, df = 796, p < .001, χ2/df = 2.061, RMSEA = .056, CFI = .950, IFI = .950,
TLI = .945.
R2 for intention to travel of the original model of goal-directed behavior = .581.
Goodness-of-fit statistics for the original model of goal-directed behavior: χ2 = 494.941 (df = 259, p < .001, χ2/df = 1.911), RMSEA = .052, CFI = .978,
IFI = .978, TLI = .975.
The chi-square difference between the proposed model and the goal-directed behavior model was significant (Δχ2 [537] = 1145.253, p < .01).
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As exhibited in Fig. 2 and Table 2, the higher-order framework for travelers’ perceived risk showed that
the inclusive second-order variable is linked to the five first-order dimensions in a significant manner (human
and spatial crowding risk, product quality risk, mental health risk, safety risk, and monetary risk). The values
for coefficients were .800 (human and spatial crowding risk), .643 (product quality risk), .911 (mental health
risk), .923 (safety risk), and .617 (monetary risk). All coefficients were significant at the level of p < .01. The
explanatory power of the global higher-order construct for first-order factors were .639 (human and spatial
crowding risk), .414 (product quality risk), .829 (mental health risk), .851 (safety risk), and .380 (monetary
risk). That is, the global higher-order latent variable satisfactorily accounted for each first-order dimension.
Overall, this result evidenced the appropriateness and efficacy of the second-order structure of perceived risk
within the hypothesized theoretical model.
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Figure 2: Assessment of the proposed theoretical framework
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Hypotheses 1–5 were tested. Our result indicated that subjective norm (β = .270, p < .01), positive
anticipated emotion (β = .491, p < .01), and negative anticipated emotion (β = −161, p < .01) significantly
affected desire toward traveling to alternative local destinations. However, attitude toward the behavior
(β = .009, p > .05) and perceived behavioral control (β = .014, p > .05) were not significantly associated
with desire. Hence, Hypotheses 2, 4, and 5 were supported, whereas Hypotheses 1 and 3 were not
supported. The hypothesized link between desire and intention to travel was also found to be significant
(β = .553, p < .01), and therefore supporting Hypothesis 6. The proposed effect of perceived risk was
assessed. The result revealed that perceived risk significantly influenced attitude toward the behavior
(β = .173, p < .01), subjective norm (β = .645, p < .01), perceived behavioral control (β = .547, p < .01),
positive anticipated emotion (β = .525, p < .01), and negative anticipated emotion (β = −275, p < .01).
Therefore, Hypotheses 7–11 were supported. In addition, perceived risk exerted a significant effect on
desire (β = .150, p < .01) and intention (β = .218, p < .01). Hence, Hypotheses 12 and 13 were supported.
The proposed effect of perceived knowledge was assessed. The result showed that perceived knowledge
of the pandemic significantly influenced desire (β = .081, p < .05) and intention (β = .169, p < .01). This
result supported Hypotheses 14 and 15.

The indirect effect of research constructs on intention to travel was tested. Our result showed that
perceived risk (β = .352, p < .01), subjective norm (β = .149, p < .01), and positive anticipated emotion
(β = .272, p < .01), and negative anticipated emotion (β = −.089, p < .05) included a significant indirect
influence on intention. This means that desire toward the behavior played a crucial mediating role within
the proposed conceptual framework. A total influence of research constructs was examined. As reported
in Table 2, the total influence of perceived risk on intention to travel to alternative local destinations
(β = .569, p < .01) was the highest, followed by desire toward the behavior (β = .553, p < .01), positive
anticipated emotion (β = .272, p < .01), perceived knowledge (β = .214, p < .01), subjective norm
(β = .149, p < .01), and negative anticipated emotion (β = .089, p < .05).

5 Discussion and Implications

The tourism industry inherently includes a high frequency of domestic and international human
mobility, is often accused of spreading unfamiliar pathogens and causing infectious disease transmission
[69,70]. Some of the most phenomenal and deadly outbreaks in history that often appear in tourism
studies are the Spanish flu, Swine flu, HIV/AIDS, SARS, Ebola and most recently COVID-19 [71].
Compared to past epidemics, COVID-19 is ranked as one of the most serious and detrimental [71,72]. By
the end of 2021, COVID-19 mortality rate was up to five million, which outperformed all other viral
epidemics in the 20th and 21st century [73]. Due to the severity of this pandemic with various
implications in the tourism industry, the amount of research focusing on COVID-19, has seen an
unprecedented growth, especially those relating to behavioral intentions [53,55], perception of risk
[13,56], strategic adaptation, response and recovery [74,75]. While sharing some commonalities with
other global contagious diseases in the past, COVID-19 evidently left modern societies with unique
economic, social, and cultural impacts [71], proving the salience of empirical studies of COVID-19 to
accurately understand the implications of this pandemic and future similar incidents in local and
international tourism.

Indeed, the COVID-19 outbreak has definitely hit the tourism industry hard, particularly during the
period between the end of 2019 up to the first quarter of 2022, as the world was faced with extremely
strict social distancing practices and global lockdown policies, prohibiting most inbound and outbound
movements if not proved essential [2,7]. Although the global implementation of vaccinations has been
implemented and international borders are opening, allowing travel activities to resume, the current
post-COVID time presents new challenges for tourism practitioners and destination managers as the
consumers’ mentality and preferences towards traveling has undergone major changes, such as choices of
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outbound travels [76] or preference of non-crowded to crowded places [77]. Most notably, due to the fear of
being infected by the pandemic, many are more concerned about health and safety risks before making their
travel decisions [13,56,78]. This means that the refrain from riskier outbound tourism is presumably more
pronounced [44], whereas preference towards inbound tourism, where COVID-19 is thought to be better
contained, will naturally arise.

As a result, this calls for studies investigating local tourists’ decision-making processes in
post-COVID 19 settings and suggests strategies that can take full advantage of it; yet little research to this
point has attended to such a need. Thus, with the focus placed on Korean tourists, this paper was the first
empirical attempt to determine the influence of perceived risk and perceived knowledge, when integrated
into the MGB framework, had on Korea’s preference to travel domestically rather than to China in the
post-pandemic era. Using a quantitative approach based on SEM, this paper presents a meaningful
theorization for domestic tourism and offers practical implications for Korea’s tourism leaders to
effectively manage local destinations and quickly bounce back from the so-called ‘tourism nightmare’.

5.1 Theoretical Implications
First, to the knowledge of the authors, this is the first study to establish an intricate conceptual model to

understand local Korean tourists’ intentions of traveling within Korea as an alternative to China via the
analysis of the dynamic relationships between various perceived risk factors of traveling in
post-COVID-19 times (i.e., human and spatial, product quality, mental health, safety and monetary risk),
perceived knowledge of the pandemic, key elements of the MGB (i.e., attitude, subjective norm,
perceived behavioral control, positive and negative anticipated emotions, and desire) and travel intentions.
When comparing between the original and proposed model of MGB, it appears that the latter not only
has strong forecast capability but is also far more superior than the former version, reflected by a
significantly greater total variance of traveler intention. This result reaffirms the prominence of adding
more constructs and latent variables when adapting social-psychological conceptualization, which often
results in a higher level of total variance for behavioral intention [18,32]. In previous tourism studies, the
MGB model has been extended to reflect specific contexts and circumstances (e.g., museums, festivals,
hotels, etc.), hence deepening and enriching the theory to great lengths [24,30,36,79–82]. For instance,
Meng et al. [82] conducted a study of environmental perception of bicycle travelers in China utilizing an
extended MGB model with the addition of environmental connectedness and environmental behavior,
which were relevant in this case as they are important constructs in bicycle tourism. Also, understanding
the necessity of enriching the model, Wang et al. [30] proposed an extended MGB, which adds two other
constructs, namely smog policy and protection motivation, into the original MGB to better explain impact
of smog-related factors on domestic tourists’ decision-making formation in Korea. Likewise, in the case
of this study, perceived risk and perceived risk knowledge are the newly integrated variables of the MGB
model that fit well into the post-COVID era context and rationalize better the antecedents of behavioral
intentions (i.e., attitude towards the behavior, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, anticipated
emotion and desire). Under the circumstances of large-scale and widespread epidemics such as SARS and
COVID-19, which pose an array of unknown risks, risk perception tends to be drastically higher and
more influential than those existing in times of normalcy [83]. Besides, the impact of perceived
knowledge living in the so-called unknown era is inevitable in this case. During and after the outbreak, it
is highly likely that people will obtain contradictory and perplexing information due to the variance of
media coverage as well as word-of-mouth [84], resulting in vastly varied perceived knowledge and
beliefs of these public health crises. Overall, it is believed that the extended MGB model of this study
broadens the literature of not only domestic travel intentions after COVID-19 [85,86] but also theories on
extending social-psychological models, specifically the MGB [80,82,87].
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In addition, the explanatory power of the extended MGB was enhanced because of the inclusion of five
sub-constructs of the formative second order factor (i.e., perceived risk) in the context of the traveling in post-
pandemic times, with mental health risk and safety risk being the most influential predictors. This model is
believed to be the one of the first attempts to identify relevant risk variables within the context of traveler’s
perception after COVID-19 and public health crises in general. It is found that tourism studies looking into
other past epidemics such as SARS and Avian Flu had not determined specific risk types, but rather
investigated it as one single construct. For example, the study of Mao et al. [88] concluded that perceived
risk differently influenced Japanese, American, and Hong Kong tourists’ travel intentions to Taiwan
during the post-SARS period, but they did not elaborate on the particular risks. Nevertheless, scholars
interested in perceived risks of COVID-19 have made some efforts in categorizing perceived risks of
travelers [13,56,89]. While there are some differences in terms of the risk types, most studies display
consistencies with the current study, specifically being the prominence of safety-related and psychological
perceived risks of travelers under the influence of COVID-19. Besides, perceived risk has the strongest
total impact on travel intention towards local destinations as an alternative to outbound travels. In other
words, the total contribution of risk perception to the decision to travel domestically is far greater than
that of desire, positive and negative anticipated emotion, perceived knowledge and subjective norm. This
is rather different from a few previous studies deploying the model of MGB to understand pro-
environmental behaviors [24,30,82] in which desire tends to have the highest level of total impact on
behavioral intention. This finding aligns well with past studies asserting the staggering importance of
perceived risk of tourists coping with from global crisis and public health incidents [47,90].

Another meaningful finding of this study is that it brought to light the decision formation processes of
Korean travelers when choosing a local destination as an alternative to other countries. Among the core
components of MGB, subjective norm, positive and negative anticipated emotion were shown to have a
strong connection with the desire of Koreans to choose an alternative local destination, whereas attitude
and perceived behavioral control were insignificant in this matter. This result differs from previous
research in which desire was strongly correlated with both attitude and perceived behavioral control
[24,82,91,92]. However, these studies did not analyze intentions in the context of the post-pandemic era.
This means that when considering the MGB model, the vital factors encouraging or deterring tourists to
choose a local region than an overseas one during and after COVID-19 are subjective norms and
anticipated positive and negative emotions. Perceived risk and knowledge are also significantly related to
desire. As such, this paper provides an important theoretical implication as the model adds to current
scholastic bodies on post-pandemic reducers of travel intentions towards inbound/outbound travels
[13,89,93]. Most importantly, desire is frequently the direct antecedent of behavioral intention tying other
predictors and mediating the impact of which on the ultimate intention [18,19,25,26,35]. Without
exception, this mediating framework is also observed in this paper, positing the significance of desire as a
crucial mediator, acting as a bridge to connect intention to travel to alternative local destinations in Korea
with four significant predictors: subjective norm, positive and negative anticipated emotion, and perceived
risk. With the limited literature on the relationship between desire and its mediating effect on travel
intentions after COVID-19, this preliminary study evidently proves as a fundamental foundation for
future studies exploring different key factors impacting the decision-making process of post-pandemic
travelers.

5.2 Practical Implications
First, the study revealed that perceived risk was the most influential factor on Korean travel intentions of

alternative local destinations. Particularly, this implies that when they perceive more human and spatial,
product quality, mental health, safety and monetary risks in the international tourism spaces, their travel
intentions of local destinations as an alternative are higher. Additionally, it was also found that perceived
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risk plays a crucial role in affecting traveler’s desire to travel locally in the times of post-pandemic. This
broadly suggests that if the local destination can position itself as less risky alternatives to international
ones, tourists’ travel intentions to these domestic areas will be heightened. Further, among the five risk
variables, safety and mental health risks are identified as the most accurate predictor of risk perception in
this study, which means that strategies and resources should be to minimize these risks as a priority. In
post-pandemic era, local authorities and tourism and hospitality enterprises can reduce safety and mental
health risks by ensuring that strict social distancing practices (e.g., wearing mask, using hand sanitizer,
managing crowds, offering contactless services, monitoring mobile applications, vaccination green cards,
etc.) and well-equipped quarantine facilities and policies are in place. Apart from that, destination
marketing organizations (DMOs) should develop and invest in tourism types that can address to the
increasing safety demands of tourists, such as smart or contactless tourism, which limit human contact
and face-to-face interactions at the tourism spaces, facilitated by the advent of technology in the digital
era [53].

In this study, along with perceived risk, perceived knowledge of the pandemic also clearly attributes to
desire and travel intentions of alternative local destinations in Korea. This bolsters the role of governments
and tourism organizations to provide clear and updated information so that traveler’s awareness of the
pandemic risks as well as preventive measures is increased, and at the same time, unnecessary fear of
safe and well controlled regions is omitted. For example, specific statistics of infectious cases in Korea in
comparison to those in other countries, China in particular, should be frequently updated so that tourists
can understand the magnitude and complexity of this pandemic’s danger outside of Korea, and thus are
more inclined towards local destinations. On the other hand, in order to reduce stress and anxiety of
traveling, information regarding self-protective practices should be emphatically communicated with
Korean tourists (e.g., getting vaccinated and booster shots, wearing masks, using hand sanitizers, and
maintaining 2-meter distance with other people) in addition with the knowledge of the collective efforts
at the local destinations to contain the virus. Considering the fact that there is a drastic increase in social
media engagement when a crisis or pandemic hits [94], it is essential that information is timely updated
on popular social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter alongside government official websites
and articles to maximize reach.

Within the model of MGB, subjective norm and positive and negative anticipated emotions were shown
to place considerable impact on desire to travel to alternative local destinations in Korea, while attitude and
perceived behavioral control did not. Among the influential factors, positive anticipated emotions had the
greatest impact on desire. Moreover, desire was confirmed in this study to be significantly and positively
correlated with travel intentions. These findings imply that desire is a key element in understanding
tourists’ post-pandemic decision formation towards domestic tourism. Thus, from a practical perspective,
it is recommended that DMOs design content that can first elicit positive feelings and sentiment of target
readers and travelers in anticipation of a trip. Under a novel study of Li et al. [95], investigating
hospitality and tourism firms’ digital announcements in times of crises, a combination of innovative
responses (e.g., innovative approach to bolster hygiene standards), argument quality (e.g., strong
arguments of the firm with regards to its capability of combating the virus infection), and assertive
language (e.g., confident and bold messages from the firm) was found to suppress negative tourist
emotions and strengthen positive ones. Moreover, advanced technology such as virtual reality (VR),
allowing users to experience and interact with the local tourism destinations in three dimensions and at
the most authentic level, should be fully taken advantage of in post-pandemic times to induce consumer’s
positive emotions and desire to visit them in real life [96,97]. Also, it is equally paramount that similar
marketing attention is placed on the target markets’ most significant people within his/her social networks
(e.g., family, friends, managers, coworkers, etc.) as the prominence of subjective norm has been clearly
proven in this study.
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5.3 Limitations and Future Research
This research is the first to our knowledge that empirically uncovered the specific role of perceived risk

and knowledge of COVID-19 within the MGB framework in explaining visitors’ decision-making processes
for alternative local tourism destinations rather than overseas locations. Building on the extant literature in
post-outbreak tourism behavior, this research contributes to enriching both researchers’ and industry
practitioners’ understanding of visitors’ decision formation for inbound rather outbound travel in the post-
pandemic era. Nevertheless, as with most empirical studies, the current research is not free from
limitations. First, as mentioned earlier, it is essential to deepen the theory by adding other instrumental
variables into the model [18,32], and as such, although this paper offers theoretical significance by adding
two additional concepts into the original MGB model, perceived risk and perceived knowledge, there are
other important factors that should be identified and integrated into the model in future research to
enhance theory in post-outbreak context. Second, the drawback of only investigating one nationality,
Korean, is obvious: the data can highly vary due to the cultural differences and cannot be generalized in a
larger population. The impact of other demographic factors (e.g., gender, education and income
background, marital status, etc.) should not also be overlooked. Hence, another improvement in future
studies is the change in different demographic profiles, such as the perception of European or Asian
tourists, perception of young and older tourists, or perception of male and female, so as to bolster validity
and the effectiveness of the proposed theoretical framework across conditions and settings. Third, the
sample size in this study (n = 342) was greater than Hair et al.’s [68] suggested size of between 200 and
400 cases when running the CFA and SEM. Nevertheless, considering the total number of parameters of
the proposed framework, the sample size of this study was not large enough. A larger sample size is,
therefore, recommended for future research.
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